Well-conditioned model predictive control.
Model-based predictive control is an advanced control strategy that uses a move suppression factor or constrained optimization methods for achieving satisfactory closed-loop dynamic responses of complex systems. While these approaches are suitable for many processes, they are formulated on the selection of certain parameters that are ambiguous and also computationally demanding which makes them less suited for tight control of fast processes. In this paper, a new dynamic matrix control (DMC) algorithm is proposed that reduces inherent ill-conditioning by allowing the process prediction time step to exceed the control time step. The main feature, that stands in contrast with current DMC approaches, is that the original open-loop data are used to evaluate a "shifting factor" m in the controller matrix where m replaces the move suppression coefficient. The new control algorithm is practically demonstrated on a fast reacting process with better control being realized in comparison with DMC using move suppression. The algorithm also gives improved closed-loop responses for control simulations on a multivariable nonlinear process having variable dead-time, and on other models found in the literature. The shifting factor m is generic and can be effectively applied for any control horizon.